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Trends in Natural Language Processing and Text Mining
Javier Pueyo and José-Antonio Quiles-Follana

Communication, information, opinions, and even feelings are shared, stored and encoded by humans and by their institutions in natural language (as opposed to the artificial, programming or structured languages used by computers). As
linguists have experienced for centuries, the analysis and decoding of human language is a complex process, due to its
pervasive, low precision, contextual, and ambiguous nature. The generalized use of computers and global networks of
communication have caused most of our natural language exchanges (email, IM, reports, documentation, and even personal ideas, hobbies or stories) to be encoded and stored in digital format, and shared through computer systems. Natural
Language Processing (NLP) techniques, developed in the field of computational linguistics, are certainly taking advantage of this fact, and are already being widely used in areas such as text mining, information retrieval, document clustering, opinion mining or knowledge management. In this article we take a closer look at external knowledge resources that
are just now starting to be exploited to enhance and enrich NLP processes. We also analyze emerging uses of NLP
procedures that combine the internal knowledge extracted from documents with the external or background information
available to us, through specialized and structured data banks or semantic and conceptual dictionaries.

Keywords: Automatic Classification, Computational
Linguistic, Document Clustering, Knowledge Management,
Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing, Opinion
Mining, Sentimental Analysis, Text Mining.

1 Introduction
Natural -as opposed to artificial- languages provide humans and their institutions (law agencies, policy and financial organizations, businesses, universities, hospitals, public administrations, industries, or citizen communities) with
a sophisticated system to share information, facts, opinions,
thoughts, judgments, beliefs, or feelings. For thousands of
years, speakers have used the grammars and lexicons of their
languages to encode their intended messages. As effective
as they are for human communication, natural languages
are lexically [1] and structurally [2] ambiguous, verbally
and socially contextual [3], and even metaphoric [4] in nature, so although comprehensive descriptions of their phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics or vocabularies exist for many of them, we are still far from developing Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems that will automatically understand and produce language the way we do
(for an updated AI overview, including a chapter on NLP,
see for example [5]).
The field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) offers,
though, diverse techniques that have proved to be very useful
to automatically analyze, extract and provide knowledge from
the intrinsically unstructured sources of information encoded
in human languages. During the last 20 years NLP techniques
have evolved from mostly symbolic rule-based (and Prolog/
Lisp-programmed) methods, based on logic and linguistic introspection, that is, our own internal linguistic knowledge, to a
more data intensive, statistical and probabilistic orientation to
language processing (and also more programming language
independent) based on the actual production and massive storage and manipulation of language.
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2 Corpus Linguistics
The arrival of the Corpus Linguistics discipline in the
late 60’s [6] and the availability of annotated and catego-
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rized linguistic corpora (such as the early one million-words
Brown Corpus [7], the more recent 100 million-words BNC
[8], ANC [9] or CREA [10], the syntactically parsed Penn
Treebank [11], or the categorized Reuters collections [12])
allowed researchers to shift focus from working within a
more linguistic theoretical framework to using massive linguistic information stored on computers, both for training
and testing and for deployment of their models. The process
of creating the first annotated corpora was basically manual,
a painful but necessary step to develop automatic annotation tools. The existence of those manually collected and
annotated corpora allowed the creation of the tools available nowadays to create, annotate, and analyze new corpora
or document collections in many languages.
Reference corpora, intended to describe a whole language, and the tools developed from this kind of data, are
too general to be applied to some specific areas. However,
they are the foundation that ultimately allow the compilation of highly specialized — and probably much smaller —
corpora for use in the areas in which specific businesses or
institutions operate. Biomedical [13] or legal [14] collections are only two of the many encouraging examples that
can be mentioned.

3 NLP Methods and Software
Tokenization, sentence segmentation, morphological tagging (or Point of Sale (PoS) tagging), stop-word removing,
stemming, full lemmatization, and sentence chunking are
some of the basic NLP processes applied to free-running
text to provide it with some initial structure. More advanced
techniques, such as syntactical parsing, anaphora resolution,
named entity recognition (NER) and other kinds of semantic annotations are further applied to make most of the linguistic information contained in free-running text easily retrievable, and to somehow capture its meaning. Large and
detailed rule-based grammars ([15], [16] or [17]), machinelearning systems using different models (i.e. Decision Trees,
Expectation-Maximization (EM), Hidden Markov Model
(HMM), Naïve Bayes or Bayes Networks or, more recently,
Support Vector Machine (SVM) applied for example to PoS
or parsing), and valuable lexical resources (such as WordNet
[18] or the multilingual EuroWordNet [19], for example)
are being used to further develop these methods and also to
improve the necessary disambiguation steps for each process.
The increasing use of statistical and probabilistic models requires the gathering of detailed frequency figures and
the use of different relevance measuring scores. Information Gain (IG), Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), Mutual Information (MI), chi-square distribution, t-score and z-score are some of the most commonly used significance measures. N-grams (i.e. words or
sequences of words), stems or lemmas, sentences, named
entities, PoS, and further linguistic information within the
data, as well as any measurable attributes of these components (i.e. word or sentence length) or their relations (i.e.
collocations, colligations) are the features that machine34
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learning algorithms are fed in order to build efficient
tokenizers, PoS taggers, parsers or topic classifiers (for a
more detailed description of these and other NLP methods,
see for example [20], [21] and [22]). All these techniques
have already been developed and improved for many languages and, depending on the nature of the data to be
analyzed, results are getting closer to 100% accuracy for
some of the most common NLP procedures.
Although out-of-the-box commercial software is already
available to do many of the tasks needed for NLP treatment of
free-running text, and NLP is one of the most active areas at
the research labs of the software industry [23][24][25][26],
one of the most promising trends in the NLP implementation
field, as in many other areas of computing, comes from the
Free-Libre/OpenSource Software (FLOSS) communities.
Even if the FLOSS programs, and the data distributed with
them at the moment, might seem incomplete, and in some cases
the implementations fall behind those developed by cuttingedge research groups or the software industry, the flexibility
to integrate NLP tools and freely deploy and distribute them,
and the availability of the source code and data will allow
other IT groups, from outside the NLP world, to take instant
advantage of most of the NLP methods and to integrate them
in very promising ways within their products, solutions, or
research. Some FLOSS implementations of NLP techniques
include: FreeLing, a suite consisting of an executable program and development libraries for language analysis services [27], Weka, a collection of machine learning algorithms
for text mining [28], GATE, a suite for annotation and many
other language processing tasks [29], or NLTK, a collection
of python modules and linguistic data for development in NLP
[30].

4 Areas of Increasing NLP Usage
As mentioned above, language is all around us, and
every aspect of human interaction is surrounded by unstructured verbal expressions, so there are no limits to the potential areas of use of NLP techniques to automatically process information. Any application that deals in some way
with free-running text can take advantage of them. Some
of the areas and applications in which NLP usage is fully
established or emerging are described in the following paragraphs [31].
Automatic document spelling is an area that is beginning to emerge in areas of business such as publishing and
corporate legal departments. The currently existing manual
spelling procedures would step automatic correction without any user intervention. To achieve this goal it is necessary for the system to understandthe semantics and concepts inside the text in order to make spelling decisions. In
addition to spelling other automatic NLP corrections which
are now possible include hyphenation, grammar and style
checking.
There are other typical tasks in processing collections
of documents such as automatic classification. Here we have
a set of predefined categories or topics, and every document is assigned to one (or more) categories based solely
© Novática
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on its contents. Another typical application when processing large amounts of text documents is clustering. In this
case, the system has not a set of categories defined a priori,
but it attempts to discover these categories seeking similar
documents and grouping them into groups of documents
that share common characteristics (always based only on
textual content). The extraction of summaries is another
useful task especially in today’s society where we have access to vast amounts of text and do not have the necessary
time to process it. Automatic summarization could allow
almost immediate selection or discarding of large amounts
of information.
NLP techniques have helped in a remarkable way in tasks
such as identifying the language of the texts, searching and
retrieval of information, allowing much more precise
searches and applying contextual linguistic processing techniques available today.
In today’s society, where we can have access to so much
knowledge without moving from our table, from a single
computer with internet connection, there is demand for automatic translation of texts in different languages. In its most
basic level, machine translation replaces the words of a
source language with words of the target language. With
the use of linguistic corpus, using techniques such as syntactical labeling, entities and concepts identification, more
complex translations may be attempted. Those techniques
allow a much smarter translation than the mere substitution
of words.
Another application, that is beginning to be relevant, is
the automatic creation of free text. Natural language generation is the process of building a natural language text to
communicate a specific goal. To generate natural language
text, we start from knowledge to be transmitted, then we
must decide how to organize that information, and finally
the question arises how to produce text, including the lexical entries and syntactic structures. Free text generation is
beginning to be deployed in question/answer systems.
Throughout history, humans have used language not only
to transmit knowledge, but also feelings and emotions. Automatic detection of feelings, within the free text written in
natural language, requires semantic analysis to allow automated understanding of content, analysis and use in the form
of new knowledge or as an aid to decision making processes. Within semantic analysis many problems that are the
target of many research efforts today arise: a) resolution of
anaphors or pronouns; b) word sense disambiguation
(polysemy) depending on the context in which they appear;
c) semantic roles, as the meaning of a sentence is not based
solely on the words it contains, but also in the order, grouping and relationships between them.
Related to the analysis of feelings is opinion mining.
This application is devoted to determine the author’s attitude about a topic. Attitude can be either the evaluation,
affective, or emotional communication that is intended when
writing a text. The growth and availability of resources and
social web sites where opinions are expressed (blogs, forums, eCommerce, product catalogs, etc.), give rise to new
© Novática

opportunities and challenges to get this information statistically and then to apply it to decision making.
Word sense disambiguation is another problem of great
interest today. It seeks to identify what possible sense or
senses one word takes (of all potential senses, polysemy) in
a given sentence. Research has advanced strongly on this
issue in the last decade, using various techniques: a) methods based on dictionaries like WordNet, b) supervised machine learning methods, in which a classifier is trained for
each word in a corpus of manually annotated samples with
all senses of the word, c) unsupervised learning methods
that look for clusters of senses, thus deducing the different
meanings of words. Today, the methods that are doing best
are supervised learning algorithms, which are getting an
accuracy of 90% in the English language.
An immediate application of semantic disambiguation
is conceptual search engines. One problem with current
keyword search engines is that they do not identify the
meaning of those keywords. For example, when you ask a
traditional search engine to find documents containing the
word "bank", it will not distinguish between documents talking about financial institutions and other documents talking about river banks.
Many companies and institutions in different areas of
knowledge are investing research and development resources into applications involving NLP. One of the most
active areas we can mention is the biomedical field. NLP
applications are currently being applied to research in the
biological and biomedical domains (for example by applying NER technologies to identify protein or gene names,
and by using the document collection and interpretation techniques described above to cope with the overwhelming literature produced in the field). Increasing NLP development
is also being carried out in the clinical domain, particularly
important for patients, since diagnosis and quality of care
and treatment heavily depend on the patient records described in unstructured, free-text clinical reports (for a recent paper describing examples and NLP procedures see
[32]). On the other hand, health insurance companies (and
other areas in which evaluation of potential customers is a
key point) are also starting to consider NLP techniques (see
for example [33]).
Software engineering projects and research, typically
more concerned with artificial languages and quantitative
analysis of programming code, could also benefit from the
analysis of the knowledge accumulated in the form of linguistic information during the software development cycle:
mailing lists, documentation repositories, source code comments, issue tracking system (BTS) databases, or version
control system (SCM) logs, will eventually be analyzed and
interconnected to enhance next generation forges and to
improve the quality of the software development process.
More traditional applications in businesses dealing with
customer satisfaction analysis will benefit from the advances
on text classification and clustering methods, and will significantly cut expenses in manual evaluation of massive and
continuous surveys, survey analysis and classification.
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5 Enhancing NLP Data: Web-as-corpus and
Other External Resources
As research in Computational Linguistics and related
disciplines continues to steadily develop, enhance, and test
algorithms and models for machine learning, feature selection and other areas of NLP, a good place to keep track of
research advances is the open repository of papers of the
Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) journal
[34] and also the proceedings of academic conferences in
the field such as, for example [35], [36], or [37].
However, in the following sections we would like to focus on new trends in the use of the NLP machinery available today or in the near future. The generalized use of computers and global networks of communication have resulted
in most of our natural language exchanges (email, IM, reports, documentation, and even personal ideas, hobbies or
stories) being encoded and stored in digital format, and
shared through computer systems. With the availability of
this massive amount of linguistic data we might speculate
whether the era of painfully compiled static corpora (transcription of oral language, acquisition of textual materials,
followed by the required typing, or scanning/OCR, and correction of data) has come to an end.
In 2006, one year after the first WACWCL [38] organized by the Special Interest Group of the ACL [39], the
Google Research Blog published the following announcement [40]:
Here at Google Research we have been using word ngram models for a variety of R&D projects, such as statistical machine translation, speech recognition, spelling correction, entity detection, information extraction, and others.
While such models have usually been estimated from training corpora containing at most a few billion words, we have
been harnessing the vast power of Google’s datacenters and
distributed processing infrastructure to process larger and
larger training corpora. We found that there’s no data like
more data, and scaled up the size of our data by one order of
magnitude, and then another, and then one more - resulting
in a training corpus of one trillion words from public Web
pages. [...] That’s why we decided to share this enormous
dataset with everyone.
That very same year, a 24 GB (1,024,908,267,229 tokens) English "Web 1T 5-gram" corpus started to be distributed [41]. In 2009 -one year after the 4th WACWCL
[42] (significantly entitled Can we beat Google?)- the 27.9
GB "1Web 1T 5-gram, 10 European Languages" corpus [43]
was made publicly available. The 2009 data complemented
the 2006 English-only previous version with Czech, Dutch,
French, German, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish, and Swedish n-grams. Finally, the web-as-a-(multilingual)-corpus was becoming a reality.
NLP tools and techniques will certainly take advantage
of these and other gigantic corpora which are being developed. Although annotation of this data is always possible
and desirable, a shift to a "more words and less linguistic
annotation" approach is gaining momentum, both from the
corpus linguistic theory field, it is still worth reading the
early and "prophetic" words of Sinclair in 1992: "As size of
36
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corpora moves into the hundreds of millions ... analysis
should be done in real time ... hold the text in raw format
and analyze it fresh each time analysis is required" [44],
and also the statement from the Google research team, the
leading industry in massive data collection and management [45]:
So, follow the data. Choose a representation that can
use unsupervised learning on unlabeled data, which is so
much more plentiful than labeled data. Represent all the
data with a nonparametric model rather than trying to summarize it with a parametric model, because with very large
data sources, the data holds a lot of detail. For natural language applications, trust that human language has already
evolved words for the important concepts. See how far you
can go by tying together the words that are already there,
rather than by inventing new concepts with clusters of
words. Now go out and gather some data, and see what it
can do. (p. 12)
It would seem that real-time processing, and massive
raw data, are the trends being proposed for NLP. This is a
defensible approach for some of the tasks dealing with language, but enhancing the data with further external resources on a real-time basis seems to be also a realistic path
that, we believe, NLP methods will follow in the future. In
the rest of this section we take a closer look at other external knowledge resources that are just now starting to be
exploited in order to enhance and enrich many of the NLP
processes.
The above mentioned WordNets, or dictionaries of concepts, make possible the enhancement of lexical terms with
the identification of their possible senses and their conceptual relations. However, the valuable but extreme linguistic detail of WordNet’s synsets (sometimes a simple and
common term is assigned to 20 or even more senses) makes
it difficult to fully rely on them for semantic annotation,
word sense disambiguation, or in more practical tasks like
enhanced searches (by using synonyms / antonyms /
meronyms / holonym / hypernyms / hyponyms) or multilingual expansion of queries. The integration of further external resources, such as top-level ontologies like [46] and
[47], has already turned out to be a reality with projects
like MEANING [48], a next generation, comprehensive and
multilingual lexical knowledge repository, which is already
available for use and integration with NLP methods and
applications [49].
Future uses for NLP procedures will combine the internal knowledge extracted from documents (defined in a broad
sense) with the external, background information available
to us, not only through specialized data banks or semantic
and conceptual-multilingual dictionaries, as the ones we
have just mentioned, but also, perhaps more importantly,
through the APIs available to many other global and typically unstructured sources of knowledge. Some examples
of sources which are good candidates for integration with
NLP systems, and which are mainly comprised of contents
provided by individuals in their own words and languages,
are the following:

© Novática
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 Personal or specialized blogs (grouped by categories in blog directory services) usually labelled with topics
or mood states. As they become more accessible through
powerful APIs, which have already been implemented by
some blog providers such as Yahoo [50] or Google [51],
and even by some blog directories [52], integration into the
NLP ecosystem will be possible. Some interesting research
using blogs for sentiment/mood analysis is already available [53][54].
 On-line news providers are the professional counterpart of bloggers. As in the case of blog providers, we can
envision the development of APIs to automatically integrate
categorized news (by topic, country, or genre) to expand
tasks such as text classification or clustering. Although access to massive and updated data from general on-line news
providers might be used to enhance every aspect of the NLP
tools, financial news analyzed in real-time by expert NLP
systems could be a priority for professional operators and
customers investing real money [55].
 Wikipedia already offers open access to millions of
encyclopedic articles in dozens of different languages. Articles are not only categorized, but it is also fairly easy to
find the same entry translated or adapted to many of the
other Wikipedia languages. Besides providing complete
downloads of the entire encyclopedia, MediaWiki (the software behind the Wikipedia) offers APIs to interact in realtime with its contents. In the near future we expect Wikipedia
and its users to embrace semantic annotation [56] which
will make it easier to extract unambiguous named entities
(such as places, persons or organizations) for NLP usage.
 Massive linguistic information will also be available
from open repositories of books in the public domain. As
described in [57] "Google Book Search is an ambitious program to make all the world’s books discoverable online"
(p. 1). Besides Google Books, the impressive project
Gutenberg [58] offers over 100,000 titles to be downloaded,
not only for reading, but more importantly for redistribution and, hence, for use in NLP development.
 We can postulate other interesting resources for the
future: social network sites, such as Facebook, MySpace or
Twitter, as their posts become publicly searchable; and, of
course, the use of APIs to access electronic commerce sites,
such as Amazon, for product description and, more interestingly for NLP, the access to open comments, reviews and
ratings posted by customers.

6 The Future of NLP Applications
Besides the treatment of external data outlined in the
previous section, there are other areas in which NLP will
play a substantial role:
 Semantic and conceptual search engines. Even
though search engines have become extremely accurate
using traditional string queries and ranking the matching
results, NLP methods are required for search engines to go
beyond the keyword matching paradigm and get to really
understand what users mean by their queries, that is to say,
to understand and expand the meaning and relations of the
© Novática

words in a search query. NLP techniques are also required
to preprocess the data to be presented as a query result to
make sure its contents satisfy what the user meant at their
search. WordNet and ontology mapping [59], as well as the
integration of the external knowledge resources presented
above, combined with advances in automatic language understanding algorithms, will help to improve the semantic
awareness of search engines, and will also complement
ranking mechanisms of the results.
 Besides taking search engines to a new conceptual
or semantic level, NLP procedures will lead the new trends
in search results visualization: automatic summarization,
automatic classification and clustering of relevant documents by topics, or semantically-enhanced word clouds [60].
These are some of the components we will be seeing in the
results pages of future search engines. Systems will postprocess retrieved documents and, by using available NLP
summarization and simplification methods, will be able to
extract only the relevant parts to a query. For an example of
research in this direction applied to blogs see [61].
 An obvious field in which enhanced NLP techniques
are to be applied in the future is immediate linguistic assistance development, both for business and for private environments. The overwhelming and increasing volume of
email interchange requires the development of integrated
intelligent email filtering and organization procedures, going beyond the common subject, sender, or date filters provided by current email applications. Understanding the contents of email messages and relating those contents to our
previous messages and to our own previous filtering decisions requires NLP-aware engines. In the same fashion, assisted email answering, or reply prediction alerts [62], as
well as immediate retrieval and visualization of personal or
related information, are good candidates for NLP integration.
 Chinese, Spanish, English, Arabic, German or
French language users in the world add up to around 2,000
million speakers. 94% of the world’s languages are spoken
by only 6% of the world’s population [63]. Minority and
endangered language users could paradoxically benefit from
a digital globalized world, and from applying and integrating NLP technologies already available to them. Linguistic
data collection is a previous but in many cases impossible
step (in human, research, and financial resources) for the
processing of minority languages. However, machine-translation from and to minority languages will benefit from the
increasing availability of data in digital format (Asturian,
Aragonese, Basque, Catalan, and Galician Wikipedias [64]
are just examples of user-contributed linguistic data in a
mainly Spanish linguistic environment).
Many of these contents are translations of data originally produced in languages such as English or Spanish,
making it easier to apply NLP learning techniques to develop machine-translation applications for these languages.
In return, integration of minority languages within NLP applications will allow for a more comprehensive gathering
of cross-linguistic information. For an example of possible
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integration trends for minority languages, involving FLOSS
software solutions and NLP technologies, take a look at
Golfiño [65], the first Galician grammar checker for
OpenOffice.org, which uses the above mentioned FreeLing
software for the PoS tagging phase.

7 Conclusion: The Future is moving
Finally, the popularization of mobile devices and the need
of both getting and providing immediate and relevant information, will require further integration of geospatial and
global positioning systems, the external knowledge sources
analyzed above, and also the non-linguistic multimedia content from blogs, web pages, or sites such as Wikipedia, Flickr,
Picasaand YouTube. Multimedia content, being typically
surrounded by free-running text [66], is easier to identify
and analyze taking into account its linguistic context than
relying only on audio/video/picture identification systems
in order to incorporate them into applications providing
enriched multimedia information to users. A good example
of this kind of integrated systems can be found in the recent
development of LibreGeoSocial [67], a FLOSS social network with a mobile Augmented Reality interface. Future
integration of NLP techniques into this ecosystem is probably, in our opinion, the key to making the emerging augmented reality applications not only a "true" reality, but also
a meaningful one.
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